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The Red Lord Sep 16 2021 A new threat arrives on these shores at the Sheriff of Nottingham’s
behest, in an effort to rid him of his greatest enemy once and for all - a mercenary from the east with
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strange powers, building an army who will give their lives unquestionably for his cause. When The
Red Lord faces Robin and his band it becomes clear he might well be the most dangerous foe they’ve
ever encountered. But he also has another agenda, one that might see the whole of England falling
at his feet eventually… The Red Lord is the eighth book in Spiteful Puppet’s Robin of Sherwood
collection, based in the Robin Hood universe of the classic ITV series.
The Outlaws of Sherwood Sep 28 2022 Robin Longbow is a sub-apprentice forester in Sherwood
Forest, barely eking out a living-and barely able to control his temper when he is confronted by the
taunts of the Chief Forester's favorite. One careless shot, and he has killed the man. From then on,
Robin is on the run-but he is not alone. Joined first by his friends Much and Marian, then by more
and more people who despise the Norman lords who tax them blind, Robin builds a community of
Saxon outlaws deep in Sherwood who risk the gallows and the sword for the sake of justice and
freedom. "In the tradition of T. H. White's reincarnation of King Arthur, a novel that brings Robin
Hood . . . delightfully to life!" (Kirkus Reviews)
Sleuth of Sherwood Sep 04 2020 Robin Hood-leader of an outlaw band of Sherwood Forest-befriends
an impoverished knight who is about to lose his ancestral lands after his son, Peter, accidentally kills
a rival knight, Sir Walter, in a tournament. The Abbot of St. Mary's, who served as judge in Peter's
trial, had imposed a huge fine on the knight, who then had to put up his lands as surety for the fine.
Robin and Little John suspect that the abbot is only after the estate, and find that he has also
conspired to control the lands of the new Countess of Chesterfield by kidnapping her and forcing her
to marry his kinsman, Sir Walter-who, it turns out, is not dead after all, but in hiding with the
kidnapped countess. Robin must trick Walter's mother into revealing his whereabouts, rescue the
countess from her prison, and ultimately confront the abbot in his den. It's a tall order, but along the
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way, Robin is going to have to rescue Little John's partner, Will Stutely, from hanging, and seduce
the Sheriff of Nottingham's wife, as well. Well, he doesn't have to do the latter, but some things just
happen?
Richard Carpenter's Robin of Sherwood and the Hounds of Lucifer Feb 21 2022 The
adventures of Robin Hood as he battles the brutal riders known as the Hounds of Lucifer.
Here Be Dragons Nov 25 2019 Many centuries ago, before Robin, before King Richard and Prince
John, before even Herne the Hunter, there was Sherwood Forest. And at the heart of it, mystical
paths were drawn together to protect the future. But something or someone in Robin’s time has
chosen now to make a stand and destroy the past, the present and the future; with the help of the
dragons, the ancient beasts of legend. And it will take a true hero to stop them. Alone and
bewildered, Robin must put right a blood-debt he had no idea had even been raised. And who will
fight at his side? Should he fail, Sherwood will merely be the first loss that England will face - and
not the last… Here Be Dragons is the fourteenth book in Spiteful Puppet’s Robin of Sherwood
collection, based in the Robin Hood universe of the classic ITV series.
Robin Hood Apr 23 2022 Recounts the life and adventures of Robin Hood, who, with his band of
followers, lived in Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fighting tyranny. Presented in comic
book format.
The Heart of Robin Hood Oct 25 2019 The notorious Robin Hood and his band of outlaws steal from
the rich, creating a fearsome reputation amongst those who dare to travel through the mighty forest
of Sherwood. But they do not share their spoils with the poor and are unloved by the people, who
must also pay unfair taxes to the evil Prince John as he plots to steal his brother's crown. In this time
of chaos and fear, it is down to Marion to boldly protect the poor and convince Robin that he must
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listen to his heart if they are to save the country. The Heart of Robin Hood, David Farr's spirited new
version of the great English legend, was premiered by the RSC at the Royal Shakespeare Theatre,
Stratford-upon-Avon in November 2011.
Robin Hood Aug 15 2021 In 1190, two years after wresting the crown from his father, Henry II,
Richard the Lionhearted departed France for the Holy Lands and the Third Crusade. He left behind
regents, Hugh, Bishop of Durham and his chancellor, William de Longchamp. But his younger
brother, Prince John, lusted after the crown and saw Richard's absence as a golden opportunity to
seize control. John began a program of heavy taxation that threatened to destroy the social-economic
stability of England. While the royals conspired against each other, it was the people of the land who
suffered. Working under inhumane laws, they became no more than indentured slaves to the landed
gentry. Amidst this age of turmoil and pain, there arose a man with the courage to challenge the
aristocracy and fight for the weak and helpless. He was an outlaw named Robin of Loxley and how
he became the champion of the people is a timeworn legend that has entertained readers young and
old. Now I.A. Watson brings his own vivid imagination to the saga, setting it against the backdrop of
history but maintaining the iconic elements that have endeared the tale of Robin Hood to readers
throughout the ages. It is a fresh and rousing retelling of an old legend, imbuing it with a modern
sensibility readers will applaud. Airship 27 Productions is extremely proud to present: Robin HoodKing of Sherwood Enhanced, revised edition with an additional map!
Robin Hood - The Shadows of Sherwood Forest Mar 22 2022 An action-filled retelling of the story o.
Robin Hood as seen through the eyes of his trusted strong right hand, Little John. When peasant
John Little witnesses the Sheriff of Nottingham’s men destroying his village for John’s crime of
poaching deer to feed his people, he flees into the tangle of Sherwood Forest with the only other
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survivor, his young foster daughter Marian. But dangers lurk there, too: the outlaw Robin Hood soon
catches them and takes them prisoner. Robin Hood does not quite match the heroic stories that are
already told about him. For all Robin’s dazzling bravado and clever tricks, the reality of his fight
against oppression by the Norman nobility is a rough and dirty life in the forest, outlawed and
constantly hunted. As the newly dubbed Little John gets an education in how to fit into Robin’s
dangerous band, Marian, too, grows into a force to be reckoned with. Thrust into life in a world of
fearless bandits, uncertain allies, and merciless vendettas, Little John and maid Marian earn their
place—and build an unshakable friendship with Robin Hood. Told with earthy historical detail and
unforgettable characters, this is a must for any young reader fascinated by knights and fights, kings
and peasants, or who wants to delve into the many tales that built the Robin Hood legend
Robin Hood and the Outlaws of Sherwood Forest Mar 10 2021
Robin of Sherwood May 24 2022 This collection contains six stories from the fourth series of Robin
of Sherwood books based on the classic ITV show: WHAT WAS LOST After losing Marion to Holy
Orders, Robin spends his waking hours in an increasingly drunken state and the outlaw band are left
without a leader. Robin Hood has become a ghost. Meanwhile, Abbot Hugo has cleaned out the
family coffers and secured a release for his brother, the Sheriff, from King John's prisons. But the
Sheriff isn't convinced that his deadliest enemy has entirely vanished from Sherwood... THE POWER
OF THREE Why had Herne called Marion to his cavern and not Robin? And why was she afraid to
tell him what the Lord of the Trees had shown her? Forced to face his personal nightmares and his
darkest secret, the Hooded Man needs his friends more than ever but the outlaws are afraid... and
no one knows who to trust. To make matters worse, an old enemy is stalking Sherwood - but which
one? TO HAVE AND TO HOLD After returning from fighting in Normandy, Sir Guy of Gisburne has
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reluctantly returned to the Sheriff's employ but his loyalty is about to be tested. The Sheriff's new
plan to capture the outlaws requires Gisburne's agreement and Abbot Hugo's committed
involvement. Meanwhile, the merry band of Sherwood outlaws are preparing for a long-awaited set
of nuptials to take place in Sherwood Forest... QUEEN OF THE BLACK SUN A landslide uncovers an
unknown cave in Sherwood, which Marion and Much squeeze through the entrance of to explore.
Inside, they feel a sense of unease but find a treasure trove of gold coins and a strange black jewel.
Outside, a dense fog has appeared, a strange eclipse begins to block out the sun and the Merries end
up being separated from each other... THE SERVANT Rumours are circulating that a mysterious
order called the Knights of the Apocalypse are gaining power and growing stronger. After Jerrard
hears the Captain of the Guard blackmailing Sir Guy of Gisburne in relation to these Knights, he
fears that the Earl's greatest secret might be revealed... THE KNIGHTS OF THE APOCALYPSE
England in the reign of King John and a dark force is intent on conquest. Only the hooded man can
stand against it... The church lies impotent at the mercy of the Pope and the interdict against the
kingdom. With the people living in fear and a series of disappearances that threaten the very fabric
of noble society, Robin 'i' the hood and his band of outlaws must race to rescue the past so that the
future may be protected...
The Complete Adventures of Robin of Sherwood Jul 14 2021
Lady of Sherwood Apr 11 2021 A new installment of a thrilling retelling of the adventures and
enduring love of Robin Hood and Maid Marian, begun in the popular Lady of the Forest finds Robin
and his love involved in political intrigue and personal betrayals.
Robin of Sherwood Nov 06 2020
Tales of Robin Hood Dec 27 2019 Retells some of the best-known stories of Robin Hood, outlaw of
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Sherwood Forest, and his merry men.
Robin Hood Feb 09 2021 This title recounts the life and adventures of Robin Hood who, with his
band of followers, lived in Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fighting tyranny.
Robin of Sherwood Jul 26 2022
Robin Hood Jan 28 2020 Robin Hood is the best-loved outlaw of all time. In this edition, Henry
Gilbert tells of the adventures of the Merry Men of Sherwood Forest - Robin himself, Little John,
Friar Tuck, Will Scarlet, and Alan-a-Dale, as well as Maid Marian, good King Richard, and Robin's
deadly enemies Guy of Gisborne and the evil Sheriff of Nottingham.
Robin of Sherwood Oct 05 2020 The English folk hero Robin Hood has more adventures.
The Red Lord Apr 30 2020 A new threat arrives on these shores at the Sheriff of Nottingham's
behest, in an effort to rid him of his greatest enemy once and for all - a mercenary from the east with
strange powers, building an army who will give their lives unquestionably for his cause. When The
Red Lord faces Robin and his band it becomes clear he might well be the most dangerous foe they've
ever encountered. But he also has another agenda, one that might see the whole of England falling
at his feet eventually... The Red Lord is the eighth book in Spiteful Puppet's Robin of Sherwood
collection, based in the Robin Hood universe of the classic ITV series.
Robin Hood of Sherwood Forest Jan 20 2022 Relates the famous legend of Robin Hood who, with
his brave companions, fought against injustice in twelfth-century England.
Tales of Robin Hood Jun 20 2019 Sir Guy of Gisborne approaches Taragal, a witch, hoping to use
her supernatural powers to defeat Robin Hood and his band of men
Doctor Who: The Return of Robin Hood Jun 01 2020 *The Fourth Doctor (Tom Baker) returns to
Sherwood Forest in this incredible new crossover of Doctor Who and the legend of Robin Hood*
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Gold had come to the greenwood . . . Robin Hood is disenchanted. Maid Marion has disappeared,
and the legend of the Doctor has retreated into the shadows of Sherwood Forest. But the Doctor is
back! (Although this is his first visit - time travel does strange things to a story.) And the timing
couldn't be better. A new Sheriff of Nottingham is in town, out to get the Outlaws, and behind the
scenes, the mythical Mother Maudlin has designs on the realm that are not of this earth . . . With the
Kingdom in peril, it's time for the return of the Lionheart.
The Power of Three Oct 17 2021 Why had Herne called Marion to his cavern and not Robin? And
why was she afraid to tell him what the Lord of the Trees had shown her? Forced to face his
personal nightmares and his darkest secret, the Hooded Man needs his friends more than ever. But
the outlaws are afraid... and no one knows who to trust. To make matters worse, an old enemy is
stalking Sherwood - but which one? The Power of Three is the twelfth book in Spiteful Puppet’s
Robin of Sherwood collection, based in the Robin Hood universe of the classic ITV series.
Robin Hood: Hacking, Heists & Flaming Arrows Aug 23 2019 A town. A forest. A hero. You can't
go far without a quick brain and some rule-bending in a place like Locksley. After its vast car plants
shut down, the prosperous town has become a wasteland of empty homes, toxic land and families on
the brink. And it doesn't help that the authorities are in the clutches of profit-obsessed Sheriff of
Nottingham, in cahoots with underworld boss Guy Gisborne. When his dad is framed for a robbery,
Robin and his brother Little John are hounded out of Locksley and must learn to survive in the
Sherwood forest, stretching three hundred kilometres and sheltering the free spirits and outlaws.
But Robin is determined to do more than survive. Small, fast and deadly with a bow, he hatches a
plan to join forces with Marion Maid, harness his inimitable tech skills and strike a blow against
Gisborne and the Sheriff.
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Robin Hood of Sherwood Forest Aug 27 2022 In a time when laws were unfair and the poor were
left to starve, Robin Hood was a friend to those in need. Ann McGovern1s retelling of this classic tale
transports young readers to an era of adventure and heroism.
Robin Hood and the Merry Men of Sherwood Forest Sep 23 2019
Knight of Sherwood Feb 27 2020 Robin returns from the Holy Land to discover Guy of Gisborne is
Sheriff of Nottingham. Forced to flee into Sherwood, Robin sets himself up as champion of the poor.
But Robin has a secret. His feelings for his friend Will Scathelock. Meanwhile, Lady Marian
Fitzwalter is determined to claim Robin for her own.
The Sword of the Templar Jul 02 2020
The Meeting Place Dec 19 2021 The village of Papplewick has a new head family keen to exchange
goodwill with the outlaws. Robin decides that Much should be the one to meet with the family’s
eldest child each month to swap tax money for food and information. However, Much is less than
thrilled; the last thing he wants to do is trudge across Sherwood in all weathers just to talk to a girl.
The Meeting Place is the ninth book in Spiteful Puppet’s Robin of Sherwood collection, based in the
Robin Hood universe of the classic ITV series.
Lady of Sherwood Dec 07 2020 Robin of Lockesly was neither the son her father wanted, nor the
daughter her mother expected. When she refuses an arranged marriage to a harsh and cruel knight,
the deadly events that follow change her destiny forever. Lady of Sherwood is a unique young adult
retelling of the beloved Robin Hood legend.
The Outlaws of Sherwood Oct 29 2022 The Newbery Medal–winning author of The Hero and the
Crown brings the Robin Hood legend to vivid life. Young Robin Longbow, subapprentice forester in
the King’s Forest of Nottingham, must contend with the dislike of the Chief Forester, who bullies
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Robin in memory of his popular father. But Robin does not want to leave Nottingham or lose the title
to his father’s small tenancy, because he is in love with a young lady named Marian—and keeps
remembering that his mother too was gentry and married a common forester. Robin has been
granted a rare holiday to go to the Nottingham Fair, where he will spend the day with his friends
Much and Marian. But he is ambushed by a group of the Chief Forester’s cronies, who challenge him
to an archery contest . . . and he accidentally kills one of them in self-defense. He knows his own life
is forfeit. But Much and Marian convince him that perhaps his personal catastrophe is also an
opportunity: an opportunity for a few stubborn Saxons to gather together in the secret heart of
Sherwood Forest and strike back against the arrogance and injustice of the Norman overlords.
Lady of Sherwood Mar 30 2020 Robin of Lockesly was neither the son her father wanted, nor the
daughter her mother expected. When she refuses an arranged marriage to a harsh and cruel knight,
the deadly events that follow change her destiny forever. After a night of tragedy, Robin and the few
remaining survivors flee to Nottingham. With a newfound anonymity, they start to live different
lives. There, she and her band make mischief, robbing from the rich and giving to the poor. But
charity isn't the only thing she wants-she wants revenge. As the sheriff draws his net closer, Robin's
choices begin to haunt her. She'll have to choose between what's lawful and what her conscience
believes is right-all while staying one step ahead of the hangman. Lady of Sherwood is a unique
young adult retelling of the beloved Robin Hood legend. Filled with action and romance, this new
series follows a teenage heroine through her fantastic, yet dangerous adventures.
The Ghosts of Sherwood May 12 2021 Carrie Vaughn's The Ghosts of Sherwood revisits the Robin
Hood legend with a story of the famed archer's children. Everything about Father is stories. Robin of
Locksley and his one true love, Marian, are married. It has been close on two decades since they
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beat the Sheriff of Nottingham with the help of a diverse band of talented friends. King John is now
on the throne, and Robin has sworn fealty in order to further protect not just his family, but those of
the lords and barons who look up to him – and, by extension, the villagers they protect. There is a
truce. An uneasy one, to be sure, but a truce, nonetheless. But when the Locksley children are stolen
away by persons unknown, Robin and Marian are going to need the help of everyone they’ve ever
known, perhaps even the ghosts that are said to reside deep within Sherwood. And the Locksley
children, despite appearances to the contrary, are not without tricks of their own... At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Arrow of Sherwood Jun 13 2021 “This new version of the Robin Hood legend kept my
attention and interest with every turn of the page. Read it and enjoy!”—The World Wide Robin Hood
Society 1193. A crusader returns to his home in Nottinghamshire, to find that England has been torn
between the land-owning Norman lords and their English subjects, the country crippled by years of
taxation and the long absence of its king. The crusader’s name is Robin of Locksley. Following a
youth spent with lowborn friends Robin is determined to settle into the role his father wanted for
him: a lord dispensing justice to the county. But a false rumor of his death in the East has stolen
Robin’s lands from him, and the justice meted out by his fellow lords hardly seems to deserve the
name. When Robin is compelled by a neighboring lord to condemn his childhood friends for a crime
they did not commit, he realizes that he must choose between the need to regain his lost inheritance
and his desire to help the commoners of Nottinghamshire. In this lucidly imagined and carefully
researched recreation of the era of King Richard “the Lionheart,” Robin seeks the support of
common-born and noble to defy the self-serving lords who oppose him, but it soon becomes clear
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that he can accomplish more outside the law than within it . . . In this her first novel, Lauren Johnson
offers “a unique blend of legend, history, genuine characters, and page-turning storytelling . . . a
realistic take on this magical myth” (Medievalists.net). “Addictive and absorbing.”—Medieval
Warfare
Robin Hood Aug 03 2020 Recounts the life and adventures of Robin Hood, who, with his band of
followers, lived in Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fighting tyranny. Presented in comic
book format.
Robin of Sherwood Jun 25 2022 Lost in a dark, strange forest, his father captured and his mother
murdered, young Robin is rescued by a motley crew of misfits--the Outcasts. Among them he finds
Marion, his most constant friend and the love of his life. As the courageous band of warriors grows
ever stronger--joined by the jovial Friar Tuck and the mighty Little John--Robin seeks to unite them
all to bring relief and justice to the poor and to punish the evil Sheriff of Nottingham. In
collaboration with the celebrated illustrator Michael Foreman, whose art soars from the page,
Michael Morpurgo's retelling of the classic story combines contemporary relevance with dramatic
excitement from beginning to end.
Robin of Sherwood Jan 08 2021 A twelve-year-old boy dreams about the life and adventures of
Robin Hood who lived in Sherwood Forest as an outlaw dedicated to fighting tyranny.
A Brief History of Robin Hood Jul 22 2019 Who was Robin Hood? Throughout history the figures
of the hooded man of Sherwood forest and his band of outlaws have transfixed readers and viewers;
but where does the myth come from? The story appeared out of the legend of the Green man but
found its location during the reign of Richard II, the Lionheart, who was away from England fighting
in the crusades. In his absence his brother John lay waste to the country. But does this tell the full
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story? Was Robin a bandit prince ahead of a troop of brigands? Who was the Sherrif and was he in
fact the legitimate law in the land fighting vigilantes?
Robin Hood - The Shadows of Sherwood Forest Nov 18 2021 A dazzling retelling of the Robin Hood
story. When the poacher John Little witnesses the Nottingham Sheriff's henchmen wiping out his
village, he flees with the only other survivor: his adopted daughter, little Marian. Together they seek
protection in the Sherwood Forest, but dangers lurk there too: The robber Robin Hood catches
them, and he is not the dazzling hero he is thought to be ... This is the story of the friendship
between Robin Hood and Little John, and Marian. And he epic adventure of their struggle against
the oppression of the Norman nobility in medieval England.
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